► PROCUREMENT, continued from page 1
terms the work that needs to be performed. Proposals from interested providers must describe how the provider would go about
fulfilling the need, and at what cost. Proposals are evaluated and a contract is negotiated with the provider whose proposal most
closely meets the District’s needs and presents the best value for the District.

The Waterfront

Requests for Qualifications
Requests for Qualifications (RFQ) are issued when EID seeks to retain professional services from architects, engineers, construction project managers, and related professionals. The RFQ process is similar to the RFP process, except the provider does not
include a cost proposal. The qualifications of potential providers are evaluated and those deemed qualified may then bid on the
project, typically either through a subsequent Request for Bids or Request for Proposals.
Requests for Bids
Requests for Bids (RFB) are used when EID has a well-defined set of specifications and is prepared to award the contract to the
lowest responsive and responsible bidder. To be considered responsive, a bidder must follow all directions as specified in the RFB.
To be considered responsible, the bidder must have the capability in all respects to perform fully the contract requirements.
EID works within the competitive bidding requirements of public works contracts in California to evaluate and obtain the best
services for our customers and community.

Attention Residential Sewer Customers
This bill reflects your newly calculated sewer charge. The residential sewer commodity charge is based on what we call the “winter
quarter average” or the water consumption during the winter months. For billing cycles 1, 2, 3, or 4, the water consumption on the
February bill is used to calculate a new sewer commodity charge to go into effect on the April bill. For billing cycles 5, 6, 7, or 8, the
water consumption on the January bill is used to calculate the new sewer commodity charge to go into effect on the March bill.
The new calculated sewer charge will remain in effect for one full year. If you have questions please contact Utility Billing at 530642-4000 or billing@eid.org.

EID Receives "Excellence in Financial Reporting" Certification
EID was notified in January of 2019 that it had been awarded the Certificate of
Achievement for Excellence in Financial Reporting for its 2017 Comprehensive Annual Financial Report (CAFR).
The CAFR is a thorough and detailed presentation of EID's financial condition. It includes a financial overview, the independent auditor's report, management's discussion
and analysis, and audited basic financial statements and other statistical information.
This marks 22 years in a row that EID has earned the certification. The certificate
is issued by the national Government Finance Officers Association of the United States and Canada (GFOA) after an impartial
panel judged that that EID’s CAFR demonstrated a constructive spirit of full disclosure to clearly communicate its financial story.
"This recognition affirms EID's ongoing committment to transparency in financial reporting," said EID General Manager Jim
Abercrombie.
The Certificate of Achievement is the highest form of recognition in the area of governmental accounting and financial reporting,
and its attainment represents a significant accomplishment by a government and its management.
The GFOA is a nonprofit professional association serving approximately 19,000 government finance professionals.
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Board meetings generally occur on the second and fourth Mondays of each month. Dates marked (T) are scheduled on Tuesdays. Dates with asterisk are tentative.
In accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act and California law, it is the policy of the El Dorado Irrigation District to offer its public programs, services and meetings in a manner that is readily
accessible to everyone, including individuals with disabilities. If you are a person with a disability and require information or materials in an appropriate alternative format; or if you require any other
accommodation, please contact the ADA Coordinator at the number or address below at least 72 hours prior to the meeting or when you desire to receive services. Advance notification within this guideline
will enable the District to make reasonable arrangements to ensure accessibility. The District ADA Coordinator can be reached by phone at (530) 642-4013 or e-mail at adacoordinator@eid.org.
The Waterfront is written and designed by EID’s Communications Department.
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EID Employees Recognized

At the January 14, 2019, EID board meeting, two EID
employees were recognized, one for contributions to safety at
EID and the other for contributions to the community.
Skip Haskell, EID's construction inspection supervisor, was
recognized for receiving the H.R. LaBounty Safety Award.
This award is given by the Association of California Water
Agencies-Joint Powers Insurance Authority for contributions
to workplace safety.
Haskell identified a potential fall hazard when a contractor
was installing a water main and pressure reducing station in a
new development. He saw a need for a passive fall protection
guardrail around the station to prevent a potential ten-foot fall
over a rock wall ledge.
“Skip contacted the developer, who agreed with the recommendation to design and construct a guardrail system,” said
Ron Kilburg, EID's Safety/Security Officer. “His recognition
of a potential hazard coupled with coordinated corrective action is an example of EID's commitment to 100% safety.”
Kurt Mikkola, EID's drinking water operations supervisor, was
recognized before the El Dorado County Board of Supervisors

2019 Water
Efficiency Rebates
A rebate of up to $100 per water
service account is available to EID
customers on a first-come, first-served
basis while funding lasts for purchases
made in 2019.
Qualifying devices include high-

Above, from left: Ron Kilburg, Skip Haskell, and Kurt Mikkola

for being the District 3 Volunteer of the Year.
A resident of El Dorado County since childhood and an avid
sportsman, Kurt has served on the El Dorado Fish and Game
Commission for a decade to preserve and protect the county's
natural resources.
“During this time, Kurt has dedicated his limited time away
from the District to the Finnon Lake and King Fire restoration projects,” said EID Operations Director Dan Corcoran.
“However, introducing kids to the outdoors through the Commission's annual fishing derbies is nearest to Kurt's heart.”

efficiency toilets and clothes washers,
irrigation efficiency upgrades, hot water
recirculating pumps, and weather-based
irrigation controls.
Rebate applications must be submitted
within 60 days of the qualifying purchase. Save water indoors by replacing
older high-volume toilets and clothes
washers with water-efficient models.

Save water outdoors by upgrading your
irrigation system to drip, install highefficiency nozzles, or convert timers to
a weather-based irrigation controller.
To obtain a rebate application and learn
more about qualifying high efficiency
toilets, weather-based irrigation controllers, and clothes washers that are
EPA WaterSense and CEE rated, visit
the EID website for more information.

Procurement: Competitive, Transparent, and Fair
EID’s capital improvement plan outlines important construction projects that take place every year. With a large and complex
infrastructure, it is vital for the District to regularly maintain and rehabilitate its facilities.
An important part of getting all of this work done is deciding who will do the work and what materials and services are needed.
EID’s procurement and public bidding process is a vital component to get the work done.
EID staff work every day committed to managing the procurement of goods and services with the highest level of integrity, ethics, and accountability. As a public agency, EID solicits information and awards contracts through a fair, open, transparent, and
competitive process.
The following processes are important elements in EID’s public procurement and bidding process.
Requests for Proposals
Requests for Proposals (RFP) are used when EID seeks to retain services and is prepared to award the contract based on a variety of factors, including experience, expertise, and cost. The RFP will provide background on EID’s need and describe in general
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Message from the
General Manager

Jim Abercrombie

Ongoing Planning
and Investment in our
Community Infrastructure

services to our customers and community.

We have come a long way in the 94 years since EID was founded.
The District has transformed from a supplier of agricultural water, to
a complex entity with five lines of business: water treatment and delivery, wastewater collection and treatment, recycled water production and delivery, hydroelectric generation, and recreation services.
The unwavering job that I have had as general manager—the job
of every woman and man at the district—is to plan diligently and
work with the resources we have to continue providing reliable

Much of what we do at EID involves being good stewards of an infrastructure that many
in our neighborhoods and businesses depend on. Being a good steward means planning
intensively and allocating resources intelligently to address the needs of an infrastructure
that spans 220-square miles.
District staff prepares short, medium, and long term plans with the projects in our capital
improvement program—EID’s blueprint for maintaining our complex system of vital
infrastructure.
One such project is the Forebay Dam Remediation Project. Started in 2017, this project was
filed under our CIP as a regulatory requirement. The dam, constructed more than 90 years
ago, was serving its purpose admirably. But dam safety requirements change over the years.
EID was required to meet those new safety issues.
As we planned, however, we realized that by taking a long view, we could design a solution
that both meets the regulatory requirements as well as adds benefits for our customers and
the communities we serve.
As the Forebay Dam project goes into its third and final year, our customers and community
can be proud of a facility that meets all safety requirements. The addition of 10 feet to the
dam elevation will increase storage and will allow us to generate more hydroelectric energy.
In addition, the resilience of EID’s water system is enhanced: the additional storage will
increase EID’s emergency water supplies from less than a day to a six-day supply.

The benefits we will
see from the newly
enhanced Forebay
Dam will not
end in five or ten
years. The benefits
will continue for
generations. The
added capacity from
raising the dam
will continue to
pay off for another
hundred years and
beyond.

The benefits we will see from the newly enhanced Forebay Dam will not end in five or ten years. The benefits will continue for
generations. The added capacity from raising the dam will continue to pay off for another hundred years and beyond.
We also prepare seasonally for things that may
happen in our large service area.
This winter we have been fortunate to have a
significant amount of precipitation. That means
lots of snow in the source areas for the water our
customers rely on: the Sierra snowpack.
Over the last few years our forests have been
affected by the stresses of drought and pests. While
we always prepare for downed trees along our canal
and flume system, we were surprised by the more
than 100 trees that came down during these recent
snow storms.

A downed tree across Flume 30

Our crews work in all types of weather to ensure
that the vital system remains whole and will be running smoothly. This vital artery of canals and flumes transports water than a
third of our service area relies on.
Our capital improvement plan allocates funds to repair and replace sections of aging pipeline every single year. However,
sometimes a line breaks and that emergency shifts priorities for our crews. Sometimes we have small leaks that we must let go on
for a little while longer while other larger, more significant repairs take higher priority.
Taking care of EID’s large and varied infrastructure is a complex task of resource allocation and dedicated planning. It’s a task
we take pride in doing well. Our workers, in the office and in the field, work diligently and with purpose and pride to keep our
system safe and reliable for our customers, now and in the future.
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Wastewater: Complex, Highly Regulated, and Costly
Process/Steps

When you are dealing with wastewater, most people just want
to flush or rinse then walk away. They don’t want to worry
about what happens to the stuff that they flush down their
toilets or rinse down their sinks. But the fact is, after this waste
leaves your home, it all becomes a very complicated and expensive process of treating and turning it into a safe product that
can be reused and released into our environment.

Wastewater treatment is accomplished through a series of
physical and biological processes followed by a disinfection step.
Science and biology play a big role in wastewater treatment.
First, the wastewater is screened using mechanical equipment to remove debris larger than a quarter inch in diameter.
Unfortunately, many things that come down the pipe should
never have been put down the drain in the first place. So-called
“disposable” cleaning cloths like flushable wipes are a good
example. It requires extra time and money to remove these
products, and then properly transport the debris to a landfill.
Simply disposing of them in the trash instead of the sewer
not only results in a cost savings for the treatment plant, it can
help the reduce vehicle emissions and impacts decreasing the
number trucks making trips to the landfill.

Wastewater treatment is highly regulated by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). EID’s permits are issued
by the Central Valley Regional Water Quality Control Board
(CVRWQCB). The permits are specific to each treatment facility where stringent testing, monitoring and treatment processes
are required. It’s all done to protect us and our environment.
EID works very hard to keep the expenses down by working
with regulators, hiring experienced and highly trained staff,
and diligently maintaining approximately 386 miles of gravity sewer pipelines, 55 miles of pressurized main lines, 9,372
maintenance holes (manholes), and 60 lift stations.

Not putting these items in the sewer system helps protect your
pipes, the community, and helps keep the costs down on the
processing end.

Primary Treatment

EID’s system is unique and extremely complex, especially if you compare to neighbors
like Folsom or Sacramento. EID’s foothill
location presents unique challenges to safely convey sewage from customers’ homes
and businesses to the treatment plants. The
hilly terrain means that some of the flow
must be pumped multiple times before
reaching the treatment facility.

After the wastewater is screened and the sand and grit is
removed it continues into a primary clarifier or sedimentation
basin, where the physical process of slowing the flow allows
floating and suspended material to be separated. At this stage
about 60 percent of suspended and floating material is removed.

Secondary Treatment

This is where dissolved and organic materials not removed
with primary treatment are now removed. This is where the
biology comes into play. With the use of bacteria and other
microorganisms, these materials are broken down into organic
matter called activated sludge. In this process, microorganisms
feed on organic contaminants in the wastewater, producing a
high-quality effluent.

EID’s system is unique and extremely complex, especially if
you compare to neighbors like Folsom or Sacramento. EID’s
foothill location presents unique challenges to safely convey
sewage from customers’ homes and businesses to the treatment
plants. The hilly terrain means that some of the flow must be
pumped multiple times before reaching the treatment facility.
And the District has a smaller population base to spread the
costs of regulatory upgrades and maintenance.

The secondary treatment process is biologically sensitive and
the microorganisms like their environment to be free of inappropriate products and toxins. This is why we promote binning
materials like medications that should not be introduced into
the sewer system.

Tertiary Treatment

Required Standards

This is where the wastewater is filtered and the majority of the
remaining suspended particles are removed; it’s like a polishing
process. The filtration process is similar to the process that our
drinking water goes through. But this is not the final process in
treating wastewater that will be either released into a creek or
reused as recycled water for irrigation.

EID is required to treat wastewater to tertiary standards. This
means that the water from your toilet, sink, dishwasher, shower,
and washing machine is treated to the extent that it can be
released back into the environment or put to beneficial uses
such as water for fire or dust suppression or utilized as recycled
water for irrigation purposes.

Ultraviolet (UV) disinfection is the last and final step in
the process. It’s the process that destroys pathogenic, or disease-producing, organisms making the former waste product
into a valuable resource: a renewed and reusable commodity.

Some treatment facilities are only required to treat to secondary standards. This practice is changing though: regulations will
soon require secondary wastewater treatment processes upgrade
to tertiary standards. It will cost millions and millions of dollars for those plants to be brought up to the same processing
requirements that EID has had for more than twenty years.

Go to EID’s website to learn more about wastewater treatment, recycled water, and tips for how to dispose of materials
that should not be introduced into the sewer system.
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EID Employees Recognized

At the January 14, 2019, EID board meeting, two EID
employees were recognized, one for contributions to safety at
EID and the other for contributions to the community.
Skip Haskell, EID's construction inspection supervisor, was
recognized for receiving the H.R. LaBounty Safety Award.
This award is given by the Association of California Water
Agencies-Joint Powers Insurance Authority for contributions
to workplace safety.
Haskell identified a potential fall hazard when a contractor
was installing a water main and pressure reducing station in a
new development. He saw a need for a passive fall protection
guardrail around the station to prevent a potential ten-foot fall
over a rock wall ledge.
“Skip contacted the developer, who agreed with the recommendation to design and construct a guardrail system,” said
Ron Kilburg, EID's Safety/Security Officer. “His recognition
of a potential hazard coupled with coordinated corrective action is an example of EID's commitment to 100% safety.”
Kurt Mikkola, EID's drinking water operations supervisor, was
recognized before the El Dorado County Board of Supervisors
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service account is available to EID
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basis while funding lasts for purchases
made in 2019.
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for being the District 3 Volunteer of the Year.
A resident of El Dorado County since childhood and an avid
sportsman, Kurt has served on the El Dorado Fish and Game
Commission for a decade to preserve and protect the county's
natural resources.
“During this time, Kurt has dedicated his limited time away
from the District to the Finnon Lake and King Fire restoration projects,” said EID Operations Director Dan Corcoran.
“However, introducing kids to the outdoors through the Commission's annual fishing derbies is nearest to Kurt's heart.”
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Rebate applications must be submitted
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older high-volume toilets and clothes
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Save water outdoors by upgrading your
irrigation system to drip, install highefficiency nozzles, or convert timers to
a weather-based irrigation controller.
To obtain a rebate application and learn
more about qualifying high efficiency
toilets, weather-based irrigation controllers, and clothes washers that are
EPA WaterSense and CEE rated, visit
the EID website for more information.
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